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Abstract 
In several familiar cases of logic programs and queries with infinitely many answers, the 
usual operational mechanisms based on SLD-resolution and its extensions go into an infinite 
loop. It may therefore be desirable to look for mechanisms which synthesize possible structural 
relations on sets of answers. One such mechanism is known for pure logic programs: interpret 
them as rewrite programs, and execute them with a version of the Knuth-Bendix algorithm, 
called linear completion. W.r.t. positive queries for such programs, in most cases of productive 
loops, linear completion yields a finite set of answers and a finite set of rewrite rules involving 
just one predicate, from which the remaining answers can be deduced. It is thus natural to ask 
how much of the rewrite mechanism carries through for deducing negatioe information from 
pure programs, and more generally from normal logic programs. In this paper, we show that 
such an extension can be built in a natural way, with ideas from the Clark completion, and the 
domain of constrained rewriting. The correctness and completeness of this extended mechanism 
are proved w.r.t. the 3-valued declarative semantics of Kiinen for normal programs. Due to the 
synthesizing property and the acceptance of non ground negatives queries, our mechanism is in 
a sense constructive w.r.t. negation. An interesting side-effect of our approach seems to be its 
ability to parametrize the semantics of a normal program in terms of a me&reduction rule set: 
in particular, we can operationally go beyond Kiinen’s semantics, if desired. 
Keywords: Logic program; Negation; Rewrite system; Linear completion; Constraints 
1. Introduction 
Logic programming by linear completion seems to have been first investigated in [5]. 
Predicates are encoded as boolean valued functions and the clauses are turned into 
rewrite rules. The mechanism to execute the rewrite program thus obtained, is a ver- 
sion of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure, called linear completion. For any 
pure logic program P, and any query Q(x)?, in the rewrite mechanism described 
in [5, I], a substitution x+x0 is an answer for Q(x)?, w.r.t. P iff Q(x0) can be re- 
duced to a certain new symbol ‘T’. However, this mechanism of [5, l] is limited to 
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pure (i.e. negation-free) logic programs and to queries for positive information, which 
are only part of our concern in logic programming. For instance, for the pure logic 
program P: p(u)., q(b)., the atom p(b) is intended false (that is the literal -p(b) is 
intended true). Now P gets translated in the above approach into the rewrite program: 
p(a) + T, q(b) + T, which a priori can in no way reduce lp(b) to T. Our aim in 
this paper is therefore to extend such a rewrite mechanism to cover logic programming 
with negation: i.e., deal with negative information as well as negative formulae. As in 
[l], we proceed in two steps: 
- first we define a translation function $, which takes as argument a logic program P 
possibly with negation, and produces a rewrite program $(P), which in general will 
be constrained. 
- next we define an inference system to describe the operational mechanism of an 
extended linear completion in the presence of negation. 
The initial hints for this refinement come from the Clark completion mechanism [lo]; 
rewrite rules under constraints appear for this reason. For instance, in our translation 
of the above 2-clause program, will also figure the following two constrained rewrite 
rules: 
P(x>+~ux#4 q(x) + I iIx # 4 
where ‘#’ means syntactic disequality. We will also need to extend the initial signature 
with a few further symbols: in particular, a new unary predicate ‘> ‘, and a new 
constant ‘I’, will also be introduced, with the respective intended semantics ‘implies’, 
and ‘ false’. 
An inference step called ‘Resolve-Neg’ (Resolution under Negation) will be playing 
a major role in our inference mechanism. Such steps will in general yield constrained 
rewrite rules, among which some will have a few ‘box’-arguments; these symbolize 
variables implicitly quantified existentially, in the logical sense. The usual rewrite steps 
on such rules (like simplification) will therefore be meaningful only when these boxes 
are eliminated or sufficiently instantiated. This is the role of our constraint manipulating 
inference steps: NC-extract and C-ripple. These are the only inference rules which are 
added in our approach, to the linear completion mechanism of [I]. Negative queries, 
with variables, can then be easily treated, in a manner which is incremental from the 
logic programming viewpoint, without any restrictive hypothesis on the class of pro- 
grams considered. The solutions are obtained under the form of constraints. The loop 
avoiding facility, offered by simplification in the pure case, is preserved. The con- 
straints which appear, are in general conjunctions and/or disjunctions of equalities or 
disequalities w.r.t. the variables of the query, in the Clark Equational Theory (CET). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the basic results 
from the rewrite approach for pure logic programs and positive queries from [l]; a sec- 
ond subsection will then present the extensions needed for treating negative queries. 
In Section 3, we show that no additional inference-steps are needed, for considering 
normal logic programs by the rewrite approach. We show in particular that rewrite- 
semantics can be defined for normal logic programs, in complete conformity with their 
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3-valued Fitting/Kiinen declarative semantics. The notion of rewrite synthesis for nor- 
mal programs is also presented, and its role in loop avoiding is studied. Section 4 
points out how these rewrite semantics can be in a sense parametrized, by the choice 
of the meta-reduction rules of the rewrite mechanism, and how by doing so, one can 
go beyond Kiinen’s semantics, if so desired. The concluding section presents some 
related works, and a few directions for future work. 
2. The rewrite mechanism for pure logic programs 
We begin with an example which shows how rewriting can be a tool for ‘synthesizing 
answers’ in Logic Programming. Consider the following classical program for addition 
over integers: 
If we consider the query: pZus(x,s(O), y)?, it is well known that a resolution-based 
interpreter will loop forever, giving the infinite set of ground answers: 
Pwo,~(o),~(o)), P~~~(~(O),~(O),~~(~(O>)), . ‘. 
No resolution-based interpreter can give here a finite representation of the infinite set 
of solutions. Let us now view the above program as being equivalent to the following 
rewrite program: 
pZus(O,x,x) + T, PZNS(X), Y9-e)) +pwx, YJ> 
For doing this, the new symbol T, with intended semantics true, is added to the 
signature. For treating the above query, a new predicate Ans is also added, with arity 
equal to the number of free variables in this query; and the query is transformed into 
the goal rule pZus(x,s(O), y) + Ans(x, y). The linear completion mechanism gives rise 
then to the following search tree: 
plus(s,s(O), Y) - Anah,y) 
overlap ~1 overlap 
Ans(O,s(O)) ---) T PMe s(O), YI) - An+(zI), 3(yl)) 
I simplify 
Am(s(sl),s(yl)) ---) Ans(zl,yl) 
No inference rule is now applicable, and the last rewrite rule obtained, which symbol- 
izes the logical-equivalence Ans(s(xl ), s(yl )) H Ans(xl, yi ), together with the solution 
obtained in the first branch, gives a nice way of representing the whole set of ground 
solutions. The essential step rendering this possible in the rewrite approach is the notion 
of simpZi$cation, which is absent in logic programming. 
The point here is that, whatever be the number of predicates in the initial program, 
the synthesized rewrite program obtained by the rewrite mechanism at the end, will 
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contain only the predicate Ans, and is thus much simpler to manipulate. The loop of 
the resolution based search tree for the above program is productive, and one might 
want to know what happens in cases where this is not true; for instance in the case of 
the following simple program p :- p., and the query p? The rewrite mechanism here 
will first yield the rewrite rule p, p -+ p; the rewrite search tree will start with the goal 
rule p + Ans, and will end up with the non-informative goal rule Ans H Ans, in two 
steps. 
We briefly describe now, in formal terms, the linear completion mechanism in the 
pure case, essentially as presented in [l]; this is necessary for a clear understanding of 
our approach, presented subsequently as its extension to normal programs. 
2.1. Linear completion for pure logic programs 
Suppose given an alphabet containing variables, function symbols and predicate sym- 
bols. Terms, atomic formulae or atoms, substitutions and instances are defined in the 
usual way. In general, t will denote a list of terms tl, . . . , ,,, t and x, a list of variables. 
A list of atoms A 1,. . . ,A, will be denoted with an overline as x (and this will mean 
their conjunction). A simplification ordering on terms is an h-reflexive and transitive 
relation on these, which is stable under substitutions, and monotonic (i.e. stable under 
contexts), and is such that any term is strictly bigger than any of its proper subterms; 
such a notion is extended to any first order signature. Such orderings are easily built 
over any specified precedence relation on the symbols. We assume given one such 
ordering ‘+‘. 
A clause is a pair (head, body) where head is an atom and body is a conjunction 
of atoms. If the body is empty, we have a fact. A clause is written under the form: 
head :- body. (head. for a fact). Consider any logic program P (i.e. a set of clauses), 
with no negation. According to the translation mechanism 4 of [l], any fact A of P 
is transformed into the rewrite rule A + T. Any clause A :-B in P is (in general) 
transformed into the rewrite rule: A,B +B, except when the ordering + is such that 
A + i? and no other head in P unifies with A: in such a case the clause gets transformed 
more simply into A + B. 
This translation introduces a new constant T, which will be subsequently assumed 
minimal w.r.t. the ordering +. For instance, the plus program above gets transformed 
simply by replacing every ‘:-’ with a ‘-+‘, but the following program: 
plus(O,x,x). 2 suc(x, s(x)). , plus(s(x), Y?) :- ~~Ch,~),PW~, Y,Zl). 
is translated into the rewrite program: 
pZus(O,x,n) + T, suc(x, s(x)) + T 
To describe the operational semantics for the rewrite program 4(P) (as in [l]), one 
needs to define what a query will be in this context; for this a special predicate Ans 
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(assumed new) is introduced, with arity equal to the number of free variables in the 
query; the ordering + is extended such that for every symbol s other than T, we have 
S~AIW~T. 
Definition 1. (i) A query rule is a rule of the form e- Ans(x), where x denotes the 
set of free variables appearing in e. 
(ii) A state of computation is a triple (P ; G ; M) where P denotes a rewrite pro- 
gram, G denotes a rule (the current goal rule to process), A4 denotes a set of rules 
which are the ancestors of the current goal: M is the stored memory, containing the 
goal rules used to simplify the current goal rule. 
(iii) An initial state of a rewrite program P is a triple (P ; Q --) Ans(x) ; 0). 
The objective now is that if CJ is a substitution which is an answer for a query 
D w.r.t. a pure logic program P, then the inference mechanism we look for, must 
be able to lead from an initial state (P; e -+ Ans(x); 0) to a final state of the form 
(P; o(Ans(x)) --+ T ; M). The following inference system given in [l], called linear 
completion that we will denote by LC, does the job for queries without negation (the 
first rules Answer, Delete, Orient and Simplify are just sketched). 
Rule (1) Answer: If the current state is of the form (P; Ans(o(x)) --f T; M), then 
add the rule Ans(crx) --+ T to the program, and stop. 
Rule (2) Delete: Suppress the goal rules of the form ‘X ++X’. 
Rule (3) Orient: Transform a goal rule L cf R into a rewrite rule L 4 R, if L + R 
(where > is the given simplification ordering). 
Rule (4) Simplify: Simplify the current goal rule in G, with the rules in the rewrite 
program P, and with the rules in the current memory M. 
Rule (5) Overlap with a rule of the form A’ -+ B E P where o unifies A and A’: 
(P; A,z+R; M) - 
(P; o(B),c@)++a(R); Mu{A,E+R}) 
Rule (5’) Overlap with a rule of the form A’,3 -+ 3 E P where o unifies A and A’: 
(P; A,z+R; M) 
(P ; a(B), a(z) ++ o(B), o(R) ; M u {A,z + R})’ 
Comment: From a chosen goal rule, generate a new goal rule by overlapping it with 
a rule of the program P. And store the chosen goal rule in the memory M. 
Besides, at any stage of computation, any current goal rule z-+R is also reduced 
into a normal form using the following set MR of two simplification rules: 
Here, and for the rest of the paper, variables denoted by capital X’s, Y’s or Z’s are 
assumed to be meta-variables. We will be referring to these as ‘meta-reduction rules’ 
in the following. We write: (P ; Q ; M) FLY (P ; Q’ ; M’) if the latter state derives from 
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the former, by an application of one or more steps of the linear completion inference 
mechanism. 
Definition 2. If (P ; Q + Ans(x) ; 0) I-LC (P ; Ans(a(x)) + T ; M) then we write 
P k~c o(e), and say that G is a computed answer to the query e. 
Let P be a logic program (without negation), and 99~ the Herbrand base associated 
to P (i.e., the set of ground atoms built with the symbols appearing in P); the canonical 
declarative semantics for P is defined as the smallest Herbrand model of P (included 
in 99~). This is denoted by Mp: Mp is the set of ground atomic logical consequences 
of P. 
Let now 4(P) be the rewrite program translated from P, and set 4(P)* = 4(P)UMR. 
This latter defines over the set ~JJ U {T} a congruence relation denoted Y. The declara- 
tive rewrite semantics of 4(P) is the set of ground atoms equivalent to T: Md(p) = {B E 
981~ I@(P)* b B N T}. The operational semantics of 4(P) is defined naturally as 
op(W’>) = {B E BP I 4(P) kc B). 
We have then the following result, proved in [l]: 
Theorem 1. For any pure logic program P, and any (positive) query we have 
?? MP =M+(P) = OP(W’>). 
?? Any computed answer is a correct answer substitution. 
?? Any correct answer substitution is ‘equivalent’ to a computed answer. 
The above notion of equivalence between answers is up to the rewrite program given 
by the set of all rewrite-rules obtained as the (terminal) leaves of the LC-search tree. 
We will see in the following subsection what kind of extension is needed on the 
rewrite mechanism LC, in order to extract negative information, even if we consider 
only pure logic programs. 
2.2. Negative information from pure logic programs 
We observed above that a ground atom in BP is true in the intended semantics of P, 
iff it can be rewritten to T by the rewrite mechanism above. On the other hand, the 
intended negative information for any pure logic program P, is defined to be its finite- 
failure set FF(P). As we pointed out earlier, this negative information is not always 
easy to obtain by the rewrite mechanism without an extension. It does not suffice to 
introduce a new symbol l- (symbolizing false, and assumed minimal W.I. t. the given 
ordering +), and expect the elements of FF(P) to rewrite to I: at least some rules 
rewriting to _L must appear in the rewrite program. Such rules are rather naturally 
suggested by the Clark completion of P (cf. Section 3.1.2): the intended semantics for 
any predicate appearing only in the bodies of the clauses of P but not in any head, is 
false. We will retain this suggestion. And to trace down the additional inference rules 
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needed in the rewrite approach for recovering negative information, we propose first 
to look at a few simple programs. 
Example 1. Consider the following three programs: 
(PI) p(x):-q(x),r(x)., q(b). 
(Pz) P(X) :- q(x),r(x)., q(b). 7 r(a). 
(P3 > P(Q). > P(X) :- q(x). 
For each of these p(b) is intended to be false. Now, we may a priori transform PI 
into the rewrite program: 
P(X) + 4(x), 4x), q(b) + T> T(X) --+ I 
which allows us to rewrite p(b) to -L as follows. Start with the query rule p(b) -+ Am, 
overlap with the first rewrite rule, and then simplify by the last rewrite rule, to get 
q(b), I + Am; and finally use a meta-reduction rule (X, I) 4 I (which says simply 
that false is absorbing w.r.t. conjunction in Boolean algebra). 
The second program P2 will get a priori transformed into the rewrite program: 
P(X) --) 4(X)> Y(X)> q(b) + T> r(a) + T 
from which we cannot deduce now that p(b) rewrites to 1. We need to be more 
precise here in copying the Clark completion step, and add two more rewrite rules: 
+)++#an, q(x) --f 4~ # 4. 
These are no longer simple rewrite rules, but are constrained (cf. [S]). We can deduce 
then that p(b) can now be rewritten to I, by overlap and simplify. 
The last program Ps can be transformed now into the rewrite program: 
~(a) + T> P(X)? q(x) -+ q(x), 4(x)---f 1 
from which however we have no way of deducing that p(b) rewrites to _L; since 
starting with the query rule, overlapping and simplifying will lead here to the tautology 
I t) I, which is non-informative. 
These simple examples bring out three essential facts: in order to extract negative 
information, via the rewrite approach, even from a pure logic program, 
~ one needs more than just the base rules rewriting to I, 
- f&se being absorbing for conjunction, rewriting to I may too often lead to the 
non-informative tautology I * 1. Thus, if an atom B is intended negative it should 
be a better idea to try rewriting TB to T, rather than B to 1. 
_ and finally (cf. program 4 above) something more powerful than the overlap step 
is needed. 
Before introducing such an inference step, let us adopt a few conventions on the 
syntax of our mechanism. We first introduce a binary symbol ‘ 3’ with intended logical 
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meaning ‘implies’; so the term ‘(B > I)’ will have the intended logical meaning 1B. 
And any negative query lB? will be expressed as (B > J-) -+ Ans. With this convention, 
we can now formulate our transformation function $, which takes as input any pure 
logic program P and gives a constrained rewrite program. The transformation Ii/(P) is 
defined as follows: 
(i) Each negated atom -A is translated into A > 1. Otherwise the method for 
transforming clauses into rewrite rules remains the same as in Section 2.1. 
(ii) For each predicate B(t) appearing in the body of a clause and not dejned 
elsewhere in the program P, we add a rule: B(x) -+ 1. 
(iii) For each predicate C(t) appearing in the body of a clause, and dejned else- 
where only with facts of the form C(tl ), . . . , C(t,)., we add a constrained rewrite 
rule: 
The rules of the rewrite program $(P) which rewrite to T (resp. I) will be called 
‘fact rules’ (resp. ‘negative fact rules’); the label base rewrite rules will cover both. 
Example 2a (Chan [3]). The program: 
p(x):-N4y),n(y)., n(l)., 44 l>., m(b, 2). 
(whose ground semantics is: p(a),lp(b),lp(l), lp(2)) gets translated in our ap- 
proach into the following rewrite program: 
p(x), 4x, Y), n(y) -+ 44 y),n(y) 
n(l)-,T, m(a, 1)-T, m(b, 2) + T, 
n(x) + -& # 11, m(x,v)+Mx,~)#(a, l)~(~~~)#(b~2)1- 
From now on, we will be assuming to be well known the notions of equality and 
disequality constraints. The term constraint will mean in general a conjunction of such 
elementary constraints. A constrained literal is a pair (B, C), where B is a literal, and 
C is a constraint. Notation: B[C]l (or occasionally [C]lB in figures). A substitution 0 
is often seen as an equality constraint on its variables, expressed in solved form. If 
B[[o] is such a constrained literal, o(B) is called the corresponding propagated literal. 
In general, we will write [x # t] instead of [x = t] > 1. A constraint appearing in a 
conjunction is naturally seen as a constraint on the variables of the literals in this 
conjunction. 
The inference step we have in mind, labeled Resolve-Neg, with which we want to 
replace the overlap step for recovering negative information, will function as follows 
on program P3 in Example 1: starting from the query rule (p(b) > I) -+ Ans, it will 
infer the following rewrite rule: 
(T[b=a]>I),(q(x)[x=bj>I)-+Ans. 
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To the left of this rewrite rule are two constrained terms, respectively obtained with 
top-resolving the heads of the first two rewrite rules with p(b); the constraints are 
given by the substitutions for this resolution. These two constrained terms will both 
get simplified then to (I > i), and we will eventually meta-reduce the above rule 
to Ans --+ T. 
The general form of the Resolve-Neg rule as given below, is necessarily more com- 
plicated, since the body of a clause in a program P can contain variables not appearing 
in its head. 
Rule (6) Resolve-Neg: 
where the product n means a conjunction, and is taken over all indices i, for which 
there exist rules Ai, c + G, (or of the form Ai -C,) in *(P)\{negative fact rules}, 
and (Ti is the mgu of Ai and B. Each C?i is practically the same as c except that 
the (possible) extra-variables figuring in c but not in Ai are replaced by boxes or 
holes, different extra variables being represented by difSerent boxes. The constraint 
[oI] expresses the unifier oi on the variable of B in solved form. And finally, M’ is 
the set MU {(B> -L),t--+R}. 
It is assumed tacitly here that if no atom A on the lhs of the rules (of our rewrite 
program) unifies with B, the empty product will then stand for T; that is to say, the 
goal rule derived in that case by Resolve-Neg will be z H ii. 
A Resolve-Neg inference step is obviously not assimilable, in general, to a rewrite 
step in the classical sense (but can be interpreted - in a sense - as a finite set of 
concurrent overlap steps). We have limited its formulation, for the sake of read- 
ability, to the simplest possible form of a goal rule; but a Resolve-Neg inference 
step will naturally be applicable more generally to negative literals in any complex 
goal rule, possibly with constraints, and ‘holes’ or box-variables (cf. Example 3b 
below). In practice we will be denoting the holes or box-variables symbolizing the 
existentially quantified variables, by dashes. For instance, for the above program of 
Chan (Example 2a), and the negative query: -p(b)?, we start with the query rule 
(p(b) > I) -+ Am; Overlap will become inapplicable, and Resolve-Neg will generate 
the goal rule: 
((m(x, -),n(-))i[x = b] > I) -+ Am. 
Our objective is to allow for queries with variables, with or without negation, and 
find all the answers for such queries; for instance, again in Example 2a, starting with the 
query rule (p(x) > I) ---) Am(x), we want to find the set of answers x = 6, x = 1, x = 2, 
say under the form [x #a]. For doing this, we will express the notion of answer for a 
query with variables, in terms of constraints, as follows. 
The basic idea is the same as earlier: an answer to a query D should be proved 
equivalent to T (i.e., if @(Am(x)) ---f T, then (T is an answer to e). Starting from a 
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rewrite program $(P), and a query rule Q(X) -+ Ans(x ), if we derive a goal rule of 
the form Am(x) + T[%?], then we say that V is an answer to the query. Obviously, 
such a definition also covers the earlier case of pure programs and positive queries, by 
viewing the substitution obtained there as an equality constraint. 
We now complete our rewrite mechanism, by adding one final rule to our inference 
mechanism. This rule is meant to manipulate a constraint appearing under negation in 
any goal rule (possibly with box-variables). It has two branches which are comple- 
mentary; one leads to an answer in terms of the negated constraint, while the other 
‘ripples’ the constraint away from negation. Both branches have to be traversed in 
general, for completeness. 
Rule (7) Manipulation of a constraint under negation: the symbol r~ in these rules 
stands for an equality constraint. 
NC-extract: 
This branch is logically justified, because when the constraint rr evaluates to false, the 
parenthesized part of the goal rule in the numerator evaluates to true. 
C-ripple: 
(P; (D[oAC]>I),L+R;M) 
- 
(P; (a(D)>I)lioAC]I,LC)aR;M’)’ 
This is the case naturally complementary to the previous one. In each case, M’ is A4 
augmented with the goal rule on the numerator. 
Remark 1. These are precisely the rules which will help us to get rid of the box- 
variables in goal rules. For example, suppose we have a goal rule of the form (B(x, -), 
c[C]) > -L),E -+X, where the constraint C is an equality constraint brought in by uni- 
fication, of the form [(x, -) = (s, t )J The new goal rule generated by the NC-extract 
branch here will then be [x # s],z t+R, where the holes have disappeared. On the 
other hand, the complementary goal rule created by C-ripple, studies the case where 
this equality constraint is supposed satisfied, so the hole variable can in fact be in- 
stantiated here to t (and x to s ); one can then continue the search with the usual 
Overlap, Simplify or other Resolve-Neg steps. This remark is best illustrated with an 
example. 
Example 2b. We still consider the program of Chan in Example 2a. If we start with 
the query rule (p(x) > I) -+ Am(x), our rewrite mechanism will function as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
In the two C-ripple steps to the right, we have instantiated from their respective 
constraints, assumed true along these branches; e.g. for the first C-ripple branch, x in 
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(p(s) > I) -+ An.+) 
I Resolve-Neg 
((m(s, -),4-)) 3 1) -+ An.+) 
1 Resolve-Neg 
(k-1) = 6% I)] n(-I) 1 J-), ([h -2) = (b,z)j n(--2) 3 I) + An+) 
NC-extract / - C-ripple 
[= # a] ([(G -2) = (b,2)] 4-2) > I) + An+) (n(l) 3 I) + Ans(a) 
NC-extrad , G-ripple 1 simplify 
Ans(r)+T [z#a,z#b] (n(2) 3 I) -+ Ans(b) 
An+) -+ I 
Ans(b) 
1 simplify 
-+ T 
Fig. 1. A search tree for Chan’s program: Example 2b. 
Ans(x) has been instantiated to b, and the box ‘-2’ to 2. The two final Simplify steps 
use the base (fact or negative-fact) rules in the rewrite program. 
For treating negative information, we will also need to extend our meta-reduction 
system MR to a set MR,,, by adding the following meta rules which manipulate the 
symbols 1, I: 
We will refer to the inference system LCU{Rules 6, 7) as extended linear completion. 
It will be denoted by LC,,,. 
3. Linear completion for normal logic programs 
A normal logic program is a set of clauses, where negation is allowed only in the 
body of clauses. It turns out that the rewrite approach presented above for extracting 
negative information from pure programs, needs no additional sophistication for treat- 
ing normal programs. Consequently, our translation function $ for such programs will 
remain unchanged, as well as our operational mechanism for their manipulation (via 
LC,,,, and the meta-reduction set MR,,). Examples 3a and 3b below show for instance, 
that the program synthesizing aspect of our extended linear completion mechanism is 
well-preserved in the case of normal programs. 
Example 3a. For the following normal program P specifying even integers: 
even(O)., euen(s(x)) : - leuen(x). 
the associated rewrite program $(P) is 
even( 0) --f T, even(+)) -+ (even(x) 3 I). 
The query euen(x) --+Ans(x), gives rise here to the search tree in Fig. 2. 
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even(z) -+ An+) (G) 
overlay v 
AM(O) + T (b = I] e'dy,) 3 I) + An+) 
I Resolve-Neg 
b = dyi)] ([YI = '-'IT 3 I), (([YI = -$yz)] are&) 3 I) > I) --* An+) 
NC-extract / v-ripple 
b =S(YI),YI #O] (([YI = .$yd] eua(y~) 3 I) 3 I) -, An+) An.+(O)) + _L 
NC-extract / w-ripple + me&simplify 
A’+(YI )) --) T[YI # O,YI # ~YZ)] b = ~(YI),Y~ # O,YI = &)] even(y2) + An.+) 
( simplify with (G) 
-W44yd)) -+ Ans(yd 
Fig. 2. A search tree for program ‘even’: Example 3a. 
A comment is appropriate here: the conclusion coming from the leftmost leaf in the 
search tree is that if yi is neither 0 nor of the form s(y2) for any ~2, then s(yr) 
is even. Note that this is logically deducible from the completed definition of P (cf. 
Section 3.1.2) ; but such a yl is of course not constructible from the given signature. 
Example 3b. The following well-known normal program also specifies even integers, 
but introduces ‘extra-variables’: 
Even(O)., Even(x) : - suc(y,x), lEuen(y)., suc(x, s(x)). 
It gets transformed by our $, into the rewrite program below: 
Even(O) -+ T, suc(x, s(x)) + T, wx, v> + m, Y) # (ZJ(Z))lI? 
Even(x), suc(y,x), (Even(y) > I) + suc(y,x), (Even(y) > I). 
The query (Even(x) 3 I) +Ans(x), gives rise here to the search tree in Fig. 3. 
For either of these programs, the last obtained rewrite-rule can generate all the 
ground solutions, starting from the first generated solution, via overlaps. 
Remark 2. (i) As it is now apparent, the operational mechanism of LC,, on a negated 
literal can be resumed as follows: apply Resolve-Neg on an innermost negative literal, 
then on the literals that this might bring in, continue with NC-extract and/or C-ripple; 
apply again Resolve-Neg on the innermost literals in the goal rules thus obtained and 
so on; finally end up with simplification steps. As regards the equality/disequality 
constraints generated at the intermediate level: one may naturally choose to propagate 
the equality constraints for simple theories like CET (that we are considering here), 
while those of disequality are added on. 
(ii) Variables which are ‘existential’ in the logical sense might appear in two ways 
in our constraints: either as a box when they are extra variables appearing only in the 
body of a clause, or as those not appearing in the current query rule but brought in by 
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(Even(z) > I) --) Ans(s) (G) 
1 Radve-neg 
((k = 0] V-&)$444, (Eve-4-) 1 I)) 1 1) 4 An-+) 
\C-ripple 
[z # 0) ((suc(-,z), (Even(-) ;I)) > I) --) AM(S) Ans(0) --) 1 
Resolve-Neg 
[z # 01 ((I(--,z) = (~,4~MlW4-) 3 -L)) 3 1) + A4l) 
NC-extract 
/ 
\ C-ripple 
ATM(Z) + T[z # 0,~ #s(z)] ((Even(r) > I) > I) + Ans(s(z)) 
1 (meta)-simplify 
Ewe+) + An+(z)) 
Overlap/ \ Overlap 
Ans(s(O)) + T SUC(Y, z), (Even(y) > I), Ans(s(r)) ---f suc(y, z), (Even(y) > I) 
1 simplify with G 
&Y, ~1, A=$Y), A=++)) --) MY, r), Ana 
I Overlap + simplify 
AMY), AMa(d --) A~YJ 
Fig. 3. A search tree for program ‘Even’: Example 3b 
unification. When a constraint is negated, as in the case of NC-extract, these variables 
get implicitly quantified universally. For instance, this is the case of the variable z in 
the disequality constraint on the goal rule Ans(x) + T[x # 0,x # s(z)] in Example 3b. 
This gives indeed the full justification of our Remark 1, on the elimination of the box 
variables. 
3.1. Semantics 
We define now the positive and negative rewrite-semantics for any normal 
program P, first at the operational level and then from a declarative point of view. 
3.1.1. Operational semantics 
Recall to begin with, that in Example 1 of Section 2.2, the atom p(b) is intended 
false. But if the goal rule p(b) --f I can be actually derived via LC,,, for the first two 
programs, this is not so for the third - even with all our additional inference rules. 
However, we can derive in all the three cases, the goal rule (p(b) > I) --f T. Thus, 
the following definition appears as natural for our operational semantics, taking into 
account only the things we can rewrite to T, under the LC,,, mechanism: 
Definition 3. The operational semantics op(lc/(P)) of $(P), consists of the following 
two subsets of the Herbrand base L!& associated to P: 
(1) oP+($(P)) = {B E gP I w> ~LCext Bl> 
(2) op-(4wP)) = {B E BP I d@> t--LCext (B >i>>. 
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a looping goal into a specific truth-value, distinct from true and false. Consequently, in 
this framework, we consider 3 truth values, t, f and u, with the following truth-tables 
for the connectives 7, A, V, and H: 
A t u f v t u f 
[WI -: : : :- -: :- : E- 
f f f f 11_ 
H t u f 
: : : : 
f t u f f f f t 
Concerning the connectors 1, A and V, if we think of u as the meaning of a loop- 
ing goal, these tables become intuitively clear; the truth value for a formula F ++ G 
is defined to be t if and only if F and G have the same truth value and ,f’ other- 
wise: such a formula is never undefined. These tables are known as the Lukasiewicz- 
Kleene strong truth tables and we will use the symbol ” to recall this meaning. Of 
course, we are interested in Herbrand interpretations for the underlying language. In 
this context, a three-valued interpretation I is just a pair (I+,IP), I+ C .Wp, I- i :Wp 
satisfying a consistency requirement I+ n I- = 0: I+ is the set of true atoms and 
I- the set of false atoms. The truth value of any formula is computed by using the 
previous tables. As usual the truth value of an open formula F in an interpretation 
is the truth value of VF. We denote the three-valued logical consequence relation 
by k3. 
A constraint c (i.e. a formula containing only equalities or inequalities) is true in a 
Herbrand interpretation iff CET kj c. A constraint c is satisfiable iff CET k3 3. Two 
terms s and t are unifiable iff s = t is a satisfiable constraint. Assuming the language 
has an infinite set of function symbols, CET is a complete theory in the sense that 
for every constraint c, either CET k3 3c or CET /=j ‘(3~): this exactly means that a 
constraint is never undefined in our context. 
Using such a logic, it is possible to rebuild the semantics presented in section 2 in 
terms of a new ‘immediate consequence’ operator @p introduced by Fitting [6]. @,, is 
a mapping on the set of all three valued interpretations of P: if I is a three valued 
interpretation of P, then the truth value of any predicate p(t) w.r.t. @p(l) is defined as 
the truth value of the completed definition of p w.r.t. I. Let us recall here the formal 
definition. 
Definition 4. Let P be any logic program and I = (I+,I-) be a given three-valued 
interpretation. The immediate consequence operator @p of P is defined by 
@:(I) = {A E L?z?~ 1 there exists a clause A’ :- B E P and a substitution (r 
such that A = @A’) and I ks a(B)}, 
@p(l) = {A E @p 1 for any clause A’ : -- i? E P and any substitution cr such that 
A = a(A’), I k3 -YJ@)}. 
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The set of three-valued interpretations is a semi-lattice for set inclusion on true and 
false atoms. The previous operator is monotonic and thus it admits a semi-lattice of 
fixed points. It is not continuous however, so its power at ordinal co is generally not 
a fixpoint. The following program is a classical example showing the non-continuity 
of @p: 
4 : - ~P(X>.> P(U).> p(s(x)) :- P(X). 
The ordinal powers of @p in this case are given in the following table. 
0 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
n Ip(s’(4) I i<nl 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
w {p@(a)) I i20) 0 
(3 + 1 {p(s’(a)) I i301 141 
The three-valued Herbrand models of Camp(P) are the fixed points of @p and the 
least Herbrand model is then @pTQ, where Q denotes the closure ordinal of @p (in the 
previous example, 52 is w+ 1). If, from a theoretical point of view, this set reflects our 
program semantics because it models all Herbrand consequences of Camp(P), from 
a computability point of view, Qipf~ is what is really reachable. Thus @pf~ is the 
natural definition of ‘things computable as true or false’ from P. It has been proved 
by Kiinen that this is just the set of three-valued logical consequences of Camp(P). 
We recall here this result, as well as a result of Fitting for pure programs that we will 
be needing later: 
Theorem 2 (i) (Kiinen [9]). Let P be any logic program. For every ground formula 
F, there exists a jinite i such that Camp(P) +j F iff @pfi t=x F. 
(ii) (Fitting [6]). Let P be any pure logic program. Then the set of atoms intended 
false w.r. t. P (i.e. to say the set FF(P) of atoms for which we have jinite failure) is 
precisely the set @,Tco. 
We define the declarative meaning of our translated $(P) to be the set @pf~. We 
proceed then to tackle the problem of adequacy between our operational and declarative 
semantics. 
3.2. Correctness of LC,,, w. r. t. the 3-valued Kiinen semantics 
Our mechanism needs a non standard definition of a computed answer. Recall that 
we start from a query rule e + Ans(x) and try to get two kinds of successful derivation 
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formulas: 
?? As(x) A TIC] which is interpreted as: if the value v given to the variables x 
satisfies the constraint C, then Q(V)’ is true. 
0 AIZS(Xi, ), . . . ,ATZS(X,“) --+An~(x,~, ), . ,Ans(xi,,)[C] which is then interpreted as: if 
the value v = (vi,, . . , vi,,) given to the variables xi,‘s satisfies the constraint C, then 
e(vi,),...?e(vL,) t 1s rue if and only if e(vi.+, ), ,e(vi,,) is true. 
In the first case, the constraint C is what we call an explicit computed ansH)er. Now, 
given a constraint C, a standard definition of the correctness of C to the query Q is: 
Camp(P) +3 c * e. 
The soundness of our inference system w.r.t. the Fitting semantics means then that 
an explicit computed answer is such a correct answer. But recall that in the framework 
of Fitting, the truth value of an equality or disequality constraint C is never ‘u’, so 
the formula C + a is equivalent, in a three valued logic framework, to the congruence 
C A p G C. Thus in fact we have to prove the following result (better suited to our 
mechanism, and) expressed in terms of congruence: 
Cump(P) +j c A Q ” c 
For proving this, we will actually prove a more powerful result saying that all the 
terminal rules, corresponding to finite successful LC,,, derivations, are three-valued 
logical consequences of Camp(P). We just have to look at the kind of intermediary 
rules generated during the LC,,, mechanism. These are (constrained) rules looking like: 
z + R[C], which is a notation for: L, C + i?, C. 
We will need two simple lemmas. The first says that all the formulas in i(P) are 
3-valued logical consequences of Camp(P). 
Lemma 1. Zf E + R[C] belongs to $(P), then Camp(P) +j IL A C S 72 A C 
Proof. Since A +B is a rewrite notation for a rule appearing in Camp(P), it suffices 
to examine only the rules not explicitly appearing in Camp(P); we have two kinds of 
such rules. 
(i) A,3 -+ B. It is clear that since A : - B belongs to P, the truth value of A A B is 
always the truth value of B which is the expected result: A A B ” z. 
(ii) A + l_[C]: this rule is extracted from the completed definition of A which ex- 
presses the fact that A A C GF’ I ; which is precisely the expected result. II 
The next lemma says that our meta-reduction rules of MR,, are valid in our 3-valued 
context, and its proof is straightforward by applying the 3-valued truth tables. 
Lemma 2. If X + Y belongs to MR,, then X E Y is a valid 3-valued formula. 
’ For any goal a, we also denote by a the naturally associated first order (conjunctive) formula where 
every expression A > _L is replaced with 1A. 
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The soundness result that we are looking for, will follow from our next theorem. 
Theorem 3. rf $(P) U {Q(x) + Ans(x)} FLY,, z + E[C]I, then we have: 
Camp(P) u {Ans(x) G D} k3 t A c E R A c 
Proof. The proof is by induction over the length of the derivation $(P) k~c,, z 4 z[Cj, 
and uses the fact that the truth value of any given formula only depends on the truth 
values of its atomic sub-formulas. 
Case of length 1: We examine every inference rule starting with Q 4 As(x) and 
possibly leading (in one step) to 1 +z[Cn. The various possibilities are as follows. 
Simplifv: since A4 is empty, the only rules which may simplify are the meta-reduction 
rules and the rewrite rules of e(P). Lemmas 1 and 2 insure the result here. 
Overlap: Write the goal Q under the form e = A,z: 
Subcase (i): if a rewrite rule B + c, is used for overlap, with G as the mgu of A 
and B then a(A) E a(C) follows from Camp(P). So, Camp(P) U {Q E Ans(x)} kj 
a@ A 1) ” o(Ans(x)). 
Subcase (ii): if we use a rewrite rule of the form B,C + ??, then P contains the 
clause B :-c; so the formula o(A A c) EZ! a(C) is a consequence of Camp(P). 
We may thus infer 
Camp(P) u {jj g Ans(x)} k3 a(A A c A 1) ” o(c A E), 
and then 
Camp(P) u {Q E Ans(x)} k3 a(Q A c) ” o(c A E) 
and finally 
Camp(P) u {jj g Ans(x)} b3 a(Ans(x) A c) ” o(c /I z). 
Resolve-Neg: here Q = A > I, z and we have just to remark that this inference rule 
simply replaces the literal A > I by the negation of its completed definition in Q (in 
a syntax adapted to our context). But this process does not change the truth value of 
the initial goal (see [2] for instance, where this process is called an unfolding step). 
Case of length n+ 1: We assume the assertion valid for all derivations of length less 
than or equal to II. This implies that all the rules previously added in the memory A4 
are three-valued consequences of Camp(P) U {Q g Am(x)}. This shows that a further 
simplifv inference step satisfies the expected property. The only rules we thus have to 
examine are the following: 
Overlap and Resolve-Neg: Same reasoning as in the case of length 1. 
NC-extract and C-ripple: Here we start with a goal rule of the form: (D[o A 
C] > I),z+R, where rs is a substitution. This only means that: (l(D A g A C)) A z 
is logically equivalent to i?. But then l(D A 0 A C) is 3-valued equivalent to: (~a) V 
(CJ A T(D A C)) which is written in our context [[lo] V ([a]-(D A C)). It is clear that 
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the first branch of this disjunction leads to the NC-extract-rule, and the second to the 
C-ripple-rule. 0 
Corollary 1. Given u normal program P and starting from a query e(x) + Am(x), 
iJ’ we have: 
$(P) ELC,,, Ans(x) + TIC], 
then 
Camp(P) b3 c + e 
Proof. The hypothesis means exactly the assertion $(P) kr.c,,,, Ans(x) A C E C. From 
the above theorem, we then get 
Camp(P) U {e ” Ans(x)} k3 Ans(x) A C 2 C. 
But trivially, Camp(P) U {e E Ans(x)} bj Q g Ans(x), so we have (by transitivity of 
E in 3-valued logic): 
Camp(P) U {D ” Ans(x)} b3 e A C E C. 
But now, since Ans does not appear in Camp(P), we get the desired result. 0 
This result expresses exactly that a computed answer with the LC,,, mechanism is 
a correct answer substitution in the sense of Kleene’s three-valued logic. 
Remark 3. It now follows immediately that the sets op+ and op-, defined in 
Section 3.1 .l as our operational semantics, are disjoint: we indeed know that the 
Fitting/Kiinen semantics is consistent. 
3.3. Completeness of LC,,, w.r. t. the 3-valued Kiinen semantics 
We first prove a simple lemma which expresses a kind of ‘and-compositionality’ 
result for our operational semantics. 
Lemma 3. Zffor i E [l,n],Qi E op+($(P)), th en there is an L&,-derivation leading 
from &Am to Ans-+T, where D=Q,,...,Q,,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction over the number n. The case n = 1 needs no proof. 
Assume the lemma proved for all goals of length n and let Q = Qi, . , Qn, Qn+l be a 
goal of length n + 1 such that the Qj’s belong to op+($(P)). By induction hypothe- 
sis, there exists a derivation starting from Qi, . , Qn + Ans and leading to Ans + T. 
Starting with Q-Am, we apply exactly the same inference rules as in the previ- 
ous derivation to generate a goal rule Qn+i --+ Ans. From this goal we can now apply 
the inference rules of LC,,, to derive Ans --$ T, since by hypothesis, Q,,+l is also in 
oP+(ti(P)). 0 
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We can now establish our completeness theorem, formulated 
to answers which are correct under the three-valued declarative 
Theorem 4. CJP~‘C.O  op(+(P)). 
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naturally with respect 
semantics. 
Proof. Consider any ground atomic goal Q. Applying F&en’s result (Theorem 2, 
assertion (i)) to the goal Q, we know that the truth value of Q in @pfO is obtained 
for some finite power k of @p. Our proof goes by induction on k. 
Case k = 1: we have two subcases to study. 
(a) Either the truth value of Q is true in @p To. Since k = 1 here, there exists a 
fact A. in P and a ground substitution o such that o(A) = Q. Now, the fact rule A 4 T 
belongs to $(P); so, starting from the query Q -+ Am and using an overlap step we 
derive immediately Am + T, i.e. Q E op+(tj(P)). 
(b) Or the truth value of Q is false in @p 1 cc). This means in this case that no 
clause in P has its head unifiable with Q. Thus, starting from the negative query rule 
(Q 2 I) --t Am, and applying Resolve-Neg, we get an empty product and our inference 
gives Am ---) T, i.e. Q E op-($(P)). 
Case k > 1: We may suppose our assertion valid for every i <k. Assume then that Q 
is ‘undefined’ in @plk and defined in @pTk + 1. As previously, two subcases appear: 
(a) The truth value of Q is true: Then there exists a clause A : - B in P and a ground 
substitution CJ such that a(A) = Q and a(B) is true in @-I_k. If o(B) =Bi,. . . , B,, then 
following the Kleene truth tables, we get that for every i E [l,n], o(Bi) has truth 
value true, so by induction hypothesis, a(Bi) E op+($(P)) for each i. By applying 
the previous lemma now, we can deduce that there is an LC,,,-derivation going from 
o(B) + Am to Am + T. 
Now an overlap step over our atom Q, starting from the query rule Q 4 Am, gives 
either a rule o(B) + Am or a rule a(B),Ans 4 o(B) depending on the translation A --+ i? 
or A,B + B of the clause A : - B in I&P). 
In the case of an intermediate rule of the form o(B) + Am, it suffices then to add this 
overlap step to the derivation going from g(B) + Am to Am --) T, to get a derivation 
going from Q --tAns to Am -+ T. In the case of an intermediate rule of the form 
cr(B),Ans -+ o(B), it suffices to apply the same reasoning twice. We get in either case 
the expected result: Q E op+( I&P)). 
(b) Remains now to examine the case where Q is false in @pTk + 1. This implies 
that for each clause Aj : - 6 in P such that Q = oi(Aj), we must have cri(&) false in 
@Jk. Then starting from the query rule (Q > I) + Ans and applying our Resolve-Neg 
inference rule, we get: 
where existential (i.e. box-) variables could appear. These a$%)‘~ are false in @ptk. 
Since we are under a negation, we continue with ResoZve-Neg (after NC-extract and/or 
C-ripple) steps until we get a formula of the form z[C] > I -+ Am where the conjunc- 
tive formula z A C must be false in @pT 1. At this point, we have two possibilities: 
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- either C is satisfiable, then our NC-extract rule applies and gives Ans + T under 
a constraint -C over variables not appearing in Ans; this means Ans + T without 
any constraint. By joining this NC-extract step to the initial LC’,,,-steps, we get a 
derivation, starting from (0 > I) + Ans and leading to Ans + T, i.e DE op-($(P)). 
- or, -C is not satisfiable. (This means that whatever be the ground instantiations of 
the variables in C, C evaluates to false, that is C evaluates to true). But we know 
here that L A C must be false in @pT 1, so we may conclude that a simplification step 
is applicable on LA C, w.r.t. a fact or negative-fact rule, and/or a meta reduction 
rule reducing it to 1. This final rewrite step leads to Ans + T. i7 
This terminates the proof that our LC,,, -mechanism is sound and complete w.r.t. the 
Kiinen’s semantics @pf~ of normal logic programs. 
Example 3c. The lines of the above proof are well illustrated by the following deriva- 
tion for the program ‘Even’ of Example 3b, w.r.t. the ground query Even(s(0) > 1) 1 
Ans. (N.B. The two potential NC-extract steps ‘to the left’ of each of the C-ripple 
steps in this derivation get eliminated: their respective negated constraints is(O) #xl1 
and I( -, s(O)) # (z, s(z))] are unsatisfiable, since X, z are implicitly universally quanti- 
fied here, cf. Remark 2(ii). So these steps are not depicted on the search diagram). 
Etien(s(0)) > I + Ans 
/ Resolve-neg 
(~s(O)=x~suc(-,x),(Even(-) > I))> i +Ans 
1 C-ripple 
(SUc(--,.r(O)),(Even(-)> I))> I+Ans 
/ Resolve-neg 
(I(-,s(O)) = (z,s(z))], (Even(-) > J_)) > I + An.5 
1 C-ripple 
(Even(O) > I) > i ---f Ans 
/ simplify 
AlZS-+T 
Corollary 2. For any pure logic program P, we hove: FF(P) = op-($(P)). 
Proof. When P is pure, the set FF(P) is exactly the set of atoms which are intended 
j&e in P. Thus our result follows from Theorem 4 and assertion (ii) of Theorem 2. 1 
3.4. Rewrite synthesis for normal logic programs 
We proceed now to formulate an analog of Theorem 1 for our extended linear 
completion. For doing this we first ‘synthesize’ our rewrite-program $(P), w.r.t. a given 
query rule, as follows. We assume given a fair and complete strategy for selecting the 
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literals in our goal rules, on which our inference steps are to be applied. We can then 
associate in a natural way an L&-search tree with any query rule Q(X) -+Ans(x). 
Call terminal rules of such a search tree the rules generated by the L&,-mechanism, 
to which no further inference step is applicable. Note that the only predicate which 
can appear in such a rule is Ans. The ‘synthesized rewrite program’ w.r.t. P and 
the given query Q? is then the set of rewrite rules obtained by adding to A4Rex. all 
such terminal rules. The congruence relation defined on &?P U {T, I} by this program 
augmented with the initial L&,-search goal rule for the given query, will be denoted 
by ‘M’. We are not assuming here that the L&,-search tree, or the synthesized rewrite 
program, is necessarily finite. 
For example, for the program even(O)., even(+)) : - yeven(x)., our synthesized 
rewrite program w.r.t. the query even(x) -Am(x) of Example 3a, will contain 
(besides the meta reduction rules) the four terminal rules: Am(O) --+ T, Ans(s(0)) -+ I, 
Ans(s(s(x)) + Am(x), Ans(s( y)) -+ T[y # 0, y # s(z)]. If we consider the substitution 
cr :x + s(s(O)), which is a correct answer substitution, we see that it is equivalent to 
the L&-calculated 6’ :x t 0, modulo this synthesized rewrite program. We are going 
to show that the general situation is similar. For this we need a technical lemma; its 
objective is to show that if we are given any query Q(x)? and a ground instance 
Q(ox), then every step in the rewrite derivation for Q(G) can be seen as an instance 
of an appropriate step in the search tree for Q(x). It will be convenient to refer to this 
latter search tree as generic. 
Due to possible simplifications of the goal rules on the generic tree, a (successful) 
derivation for an instantiated query may not be the ‘image’ of one single derivation 
along the generic search tree. But we shall show that the derivation leading to success 
for any instantiated query can be divided into sub-derivations, each of which admits a 
natural ‘lift’ as a suitable sub-derivation on the generic tree. The precise formulation 
of the lemma may appear rather complicated; therefore we go back to some of our 
examples presented earlier, which show that the reasoning behind is actually simple. 
Example 3a. Consider the program even of Example 3a, with its generic search tree 
as depicted in Fig. 2. We may locate (as usual) its nodes with the help of strings 
of integers giving their positions on this tree: e.g. the top node is at position 0, the 
first node to the right is at position 2, the bottom-most simplified final goal rule is at 
position 21121. 
Let us first consider the ground substitution a:x+s(s(O)). Now even(s(s(0))) is in 
op+, and the L&-derivation 9 proving this can be depicted as below: 
0lWlap Resolve-Nrg 
even(s(s(0))) + Ans I--- (even(s(0)) > I) + Ans (___ 
NC-extract 
([s(O)= O]T > _L),((even(O)> I)> I) -+ Ans I___ 
meta-simp 
([s(O) # 01) ((even(O) 3 1) 3 I) -+ Ans /___ 
simplifv 
even(O) + Ans I___ Ans-+T 
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This derivation is of depth 5; let us label its nodes as 0,. . . ,5. Our first observation here 
is that the sub-derivation (i.e. the sequence of consecutive nodes) 0,. . . ,4 in this deriva- 
tioncanbeseenastheinstanceofthepathqo=O, y1=2, yl2=21, y3=2ll, y4=2112 
on the generic tree, via the substitution rr :x +- s(s(0)). Furthermore, at every node vu 
along this path on the generic tree, we get a substitution rP on the variables involved, 
such that G = rP[C), where C is the constraint of the goal rule at this node; it is clear 
for instance that at p = 1 we may take rt : yt -.s(O), since here C=[x=s(yl )I; and 
for p = 2,3,4 similarly we may take r2 = r3 = r4 : y2 t 0. 
We observe now that, at node y4 = 2 112 on the generic search tree, the current goal 
rule gets simplified; this prevents us from seeing the ultimate 5th step in the above 
derivation GS as an instance of anything below this node ~4. But we may proceed as 
follows. The goal rule at 2112 on the generic tree is simplified by the ancestor goal 
rule at position 0, via the match a :x + yz. So we modify the current settings at p = 4, 
intor&=2112, ri:y2+0,and+r=O, ~4=r~oX:xt0. Whatwegainbythisisthat, 
now the ultimate 5th step in the above derivation appears as the r4-instance of the path 
~74 = 0, ~5 = 1 on the generic tree. Thus, to node 4 in the derivation for the instantiated 
query (where the goal rule is even(O) +Ans), we choose to associate the pair of lifted 
nodes (vi, 174) on the generic tree, and the pair of substitutions (ri, 4) on the respective 
variables at these nodes. We will say that node number 4 is a fold-unfold node on CJ; 
the first of its pair of lifted nodes (namely ri) will be called its folding lift, and the 
second the corresponding unfolding lift; note that the goal rule at the latter simplifies 
that at the former, on the generic tree. 
In other words, by partitioning our initial derivation 9 = (0,. ,5} into the sub- 
derivations d t = { 0, . . . ,4} and d2 = {4,5}, we see that each of these is an instance of 
a suitable path on the generic tree. We shall be showing below that such a situation 
holds in general. 
To understand the situation even better, we may consider again the same pro- 
gram even, with the same query but now instantiated with the ground substitution 
8 :x +s(s(s(s(~)))); it is easily seen that there is a derivation 9 to true of depth 9. 
Reasoning as above, we get here a partition into three sub-derivations dl = { 0, 1,2,3,4}, 
&={4,5,6,7,8}, &={8,9}, with two fold-unfold nodes on f% at gt = 4, g2 = 8. The 
lifted nodes here have the respective positions: 0,2,2 1,2 11, (2 112,0), 2,2 1,2 11, (2 1 I 2, 
0), 1. One sees in particular, that different sub-derivations of a given derivation can 
appear as instances of the same path on the generic tree, via different substitutions: 
with the above notation, at the pair of lifted nodes corresponding to gr =4, we have 
ri : ~9 +- s(s(0)) and z4 :x + s(s(0)) ; and at the pair corresponding to g2 = 8, we have 
zI(=y2co, 7s=xco. 
Example 2b. We go back here to the program of Chan, and the generic search tree 
depicted there for the query (p(x) > 1) --tAns(x), and consider the ground substi- 
tution 6:x+1. Here p(1) is in op-, and the derivation LS validating the query 
(p( 1) > I) +Ans has depth 4; it can be seen as the instance of the path on the 
generic tree defined by the positions 0, 1, 1 1, 1 1 1, 1111, under r : x + 1. No goal rules 
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get simplified along this path, so there are no fold-unfold nodes on the derivation 
9 = (0,. . .) 4); therefore we do not need to partition 9, and we set go = 0, gi = 4. 
In the following lemma, P is any normal program, Ii/(P) its associated rewrite pro- 
gram, Q(x)+Ans(x) any given query rule. SZ? will be the associated (generic) search 
tree, and C-J denotes any ground substitution such that Q(ox) is in op($(P)). 
Lemma 4 (Lifting lemma). Let 9 be any given LC,,-derivation leading from Q(ax) 
+ Arts to Ans + T, and denote its length as n. Then there exists a set of integers 
o=go<g1< ... <g,+l = n such that: 
(i) To the node go = 0 on $9 corresponds the node 0 on d, and the substitution 
70 = a. 
(ii) To every gj, 1 <j <m, there corresponds a pair of nodes (nb,, qg, ) on the generic 
tree and a pair of ground substitutions (zi,, ze, ) such that 
_ the goal rule at node gj on 9 is a z$/-instance (resp. is a zg,-instance) of the 
goal rule at node r$, (resp. ne,) on d, 
_ the goal rule at r$, on the generic tree & is simplified by the goal rule at yle,. 
(iii) For every j E O..m, and i E gj..gj+l, there exists a sequence of consecutive nodes 
ni on the generic tree zd and ground substitutions zi, such that: 
_ the goal rule at node i on 9 is a zi-instance of the goal rule at node ni on d, 
- for any sub-goal at ni on d with constraint [ICil, we have zs, = zi [CiJ. 
Proof. Consider first the case where the first inference on the instantiated goal GA = 
Q(ax) t Ans, is an overlap step with a rule in $(P). We may assume that I : - r is a 
clause in P and the overlapping rule is of the form 1, r + r. Write GA = C’,D + Ans, 
such that the atom C’ (say at position u in Q(ax)) is unifiable with 1, with mgu 0’; the 
new goal G{ generated at node 1 on 9 is then of the form Q(ax)[u tr], o’, H r, Ans 
[[g’]. But then we may also write Q(x) = C,D, such that a(C) = C’, a(D) = 0’; so the 
atom C in Q(x) is unifiable with 1, with mgu 8, and the goal rule at node 1 on the 
generic tree & will be of the form Q(x)[u +- r],D ++ r,Ansl[g& 
We conclude that there exists zi such that 8’ o a = ri o 0; but a is ground, so we 
may assume rr also ground, and this relation can be written under the form a = ri[CiJ, 
where Ci is the the equality constraint defined by 8. This is the second part of assertion 
(iii) of the lemma, in this case, since rsO = zo = a; the first part of this assertion follows 
easily from the form of the respective derived goals at node 1 on the generic and the 
instantiated search trees (cf. above). 
We now look at the case where the first inference on the instantiated goal is 
a Resolve-Neg step. Write this goal under the form GA = (C’ > I), D + Ans, and 
the non instantiated one as GO = (C > _L),D + Ans such that C’ is the image of C 
under a etc. The inference here generates a goal, at node 1 on 9, of the form 
& CC;@1 3 I), @ HR, where the 0; are the mgu of C’ with Ak, for every rule 
of the form & Bk + B& or of the form Ak -+ Bk, in $(P)\{negative fact rules}. It fol- 
lows that for every such k, Ak is unifiable with C with mgu ek and there exists a 
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substitution pk such that t$ o CT = pk o ok. Since we may obviously assume that the var- 
ious Ak involved here share no variables, and since r~ is given ground, we can build 
a ground ~1 such that g = 21 o %k for every k in the product; we again obtain (just as 
previously) assertion (iii) of the lemma in this case. 
The reasoning is entirely the same for the non-initial Overlap or Resolve-Neg steps 
on 9, at every subsequent node i on 9: one reasons inductively by making use of the 
fact that the ri-i constructed at the preceding level, and verifying the assertions of the 
lemma, is ground. (N.B. Lifting an NC-extract or a C-ripple step coming after a lifted 
Resolve-Neg step is quite straightforward.) 
Remains then to consider the case of goal simplification at a node on A@‘, obtained 
as the lift of a current fold-unfold node on 3. Without loss of generality we may 
consider such a node i on 22 whose preceding node on 2 has already been lifted into 
a node on .d whose goal is not simplifiable; from our above considerations, our current 
node i lifts to a node pi on ~2, such that the assertions (ii), (iii) of the lemma hold. 
By assumption the goal rule at pI on .d gets simplified (possibly in part), by the goal 
rule at some ancestor node qi on d; we may obviously choose such a qi on .cy’ whose 
goal is not itself simplifiable. 
We have then a match ai from the +-bigger side of the goal rule at qi into the goal 
rule at pi. We associate with our current (fold-unfold) node i under study on 9, the 
pair of nodes (vi = pi, vi = qi) on &. If riz is the ground substitution w.r.t. which 
the assertions of the lemma are valid at the node r~: on .d, we set z, = r;, o z,; then 
the assertions of the lemma are also valid at the node vi on .d, w.r.t. r,. 1 
Theorem 5. Let P be any normal program, Q(x)? any gioen query, and 3 the syn- 
thesized rewrite program W.Y. t. P and Q(x)?. Suppose CJ is a ground substitution 
which is a correct answer for the given query. Then Ans(ax) is equivalent to T W.Y. t. 
the congruence dtlfined by the rewrite system 9. 
Proof. Let S! be the K&-search tree for the query rule Q(x) -+Ans(x). Due to the 
completeness of our operational semantics, the hypothesis on c means that Q(ox) 
evaluates to T under LC,,,. Fix then an LC,,-derivation B from Q(ox) + Ans to 
Ans --+ T, and let n be its length. We know by the Lifting lemma, that if the derivation 
% = (0,. . , n} contains m fold-unfold nodes say at indices 91,. , gn,, then we can par- 
tition it into (m + 1) sub-derivations d 1, . , dm+ 1, each sub-derivation di = { gi_1,. . , yI } 
being a natural image of a suitable path on .Ca. For each fold-unfold node gj, j E 1.~1, 
let us denote by ($,q,j) its pair of lifted nodes on -01, and ($,r,) the corres- 
ponding pair of substitutions as given by the Lifting lemma; we know then that there 
is a substitution ej such that rj = ri 0 Uj, where the match xj leads to a simplification 
of the goal rule at r$ by the goal rule at qj on the tree .d. 
Consider now the ultimate sub-derivation &+I = {gm, . . . , gm+l = n} on 9. It is the 
image of a branch on &, starting at node r,,, and ending necessarily with a terminal 
rule of the form Ans(x) + T[C]. By assertion (iii) of Lemma 4, applied to this branch, 
it follows that r,,, is a solution of the constraint [Cl. Consequently the r,-instance of 
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each side of the goal rule at node Q,, is congruent to T modulo this terminal rule 
Ans(x) + TIC] and the goal rule itself. Now, zm = rI, o ~1, and the a,-instance of one 
of the sides of this goal rule at qrn is a sub-goal of the rule at node &. If we denote the 
resulting simplified goal rule below Y&, by Gi then it follows that, modulo the system 
formed by the previous terminal rule, the goal rule at & and this simplified goal 
rule GG, the rh-instance of each side of the goal rule at node nl, is congruent to T; 
consequently, each of these sides is congruent to T modulo the system formed by the 
previous terminal rule, the terminal rules below the node &, and the goal rule at &. 
By applying now assertion (iii) of Lemma 4 along the path on d going from the 
node r,,_i to the node $,,, one deduces that the r,_i-instance of each side of the goal 
rule at ~+r is congruent to T modulo the above terminal rule Ans(x) -+ T[C], the 
terminal rules below the node &, and the goal rule at ~~-1 itself. By repeating the 
same argument m-times, we conclude finally that the ~0 = a-instance of each side of 
the initial goal rule Q(X) +Ans(x), at the initial node of &, is congruent to T modulo 
the congruence z defined by the set of all terminal rules, and the initial goal rule on d. 
It is then straightforward that Ans(ax) is equivalent to T w.r.t. the congruence defined 
by the synthesized rewrite system 9? alone. 0 
Remark 4. Since we admit negative queries for which our answers are given in terms 
of constraints, the above analog of Theorem 1 cannot have the same kind of formulation 
as given there. To see this, we may again go back to Example 2b, and consider the 
substitution o : x t 1; as we saw above, the L&,-derivation for validating (p( 1) > I) 
is the o-instance of the left-most branch of the tree in Fig. 1. The synthesized rewrite 
program here is the set of the 3 terminal rules therein; the left-most terminal rule 
rewrites Ans(ox) to T. We have no way of building here a more general substitution 
than o and solution for the generic query. 
Remark 5. Although we are not assuming in Theorem 5, that the synthesized rewrite 
program or the ,X&,-search tree w.r.t. a given query is finite, a natural question to 
ask would be: when are they finite? So a few remarks on the loop avoiding feature of 
LC or LC,,, seem appropriate. Actually we have no interesting examples of productive 
(resolution based) loops, where our approach does not lead to a finite search tree. But 
here is an example of a pure Datalog program, with an unproductive loop, where the 
mechanism of this paper has an infinite search tree: 
inf(a, b)., inf(b, c)., inf(x, z) : - inf(x, y), inf(y, z). 
and the query inf(a,x)?. We have no negation here, and our mechanism reduces to 
that of [l]. The rewrite search tree does give the two expected answers b, c, but 
on the subsequent goal rules generated by overlapping with the ‘transitivity’ clause, 
no simplification is possible, and the branch is divergent. 
However LC (and LC,,,) can be operationally enhanced with strategies for marking 
literals and variables, inspired from memoing [ 131. LCat thus enhanced can be shown 
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to be terminating on a class of programs including Datalog. Such a strategy of marking 
literals and substitutions appears quite useful in avoiding many unproductive loops, but 
is complementary to the aspects studied in this paper; it can probably be captured by 
introducing a suitable notion of a basic step in the LC,,, inference mechanism. 
4. Meta-reduction system versus semantics 
In this section, we point out briefly how the set MR,, plays an important role in 
determining our operational semantics, and how by modifying this set, we can also 
modify these semantics. We begin with a simple example. 
Example 4. Consider the following normal program P: 
y : - P(X)>‘P(XL p(a)., PMX)> : - P(X). 
With respect to the immediate consequence operator @p of Fitting for this program P, 
consider the respective powers up to the ordinals (r) and o + 1. The former gives the 
semantics for Kiinen. It is easily seen here that r is in the undecidable fragment of 
the former, and is in the false fragment of the latter set (i.e. r is undejined in @‘plw, 
and is fulse in @jpTo + 1). And if we apply our above rewrite-mechanism LC,,, on 
the query rule Y -+APzs, it is immediate that we get no information on r, so r is also 
rewrite-undecidable. This is not a surprise, since our operational semantics, as it stands, 
is that of Kiinen. 
However, suppose now thut we modify our meta-reduction system, by adding the 
metu rule: X,(X > I) 4 I, which is a valid formula in two-valued logic. Then, for the 
same query, the rewrite mechanism with this enlarged meta-reduction system gives im- 
mediately Ans + 1. As a matter of fact, if we start with the opposite query (r > 1) -+ 
Ans, a Resolve-Neg step followed by a simplifying step (using this new meta-reduction 
rule), will lead to Ans -+ T; that is, r will then be in op-($(P)). 0 
The extra meta rule that we have added above contradicts the truth-value table of 
Kleene’s 3-valued logic only when the truth-value of X is U. So, though enlarging the 
meta-reduction system with such an extra rule will lead to semantics whose correctness 
can no longer be expressed in terms of that of Kiinen, it can be seen as a way of refining 
the undecidable fragment of Fitting’s semantics. Let us on the other hand show that 
adding this new meta rule X,(X > I) 4 I to MRext, does not necessarily eliminate the 
undecidable part, i.e. does not necessarily lead to a 2-valued semantics. 
Example 5. Consider the following program (without negation): 
P : -4(x)., 4(x): - 4(f(x)). 
Here p and q are undecidable w.r.t. Fitting/Kiinen. The associated rewrite program is: 
P> q(x) + q(x), q(x), 4(f (x)> + 4(f(x)). 
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Let us consider now the two respective queries p -+ Ans, and (p 3 I) + Ans. With or 
without the extra meta rule added above, we get the following search trees, leading 
in either case to undecidability: 
p--tAns 
1 overlap 
q(x))> Ans + q(x) 
1 overlap 
q(x),q(f(x))+q(f(~)),Ans 
/ simplify 
4(f(x)),q(x)+q(f(x)) 
1 simplify 
q(f(x)) ++ 4(&f(x)) 
(p>I)+Ans 
) Resolve-Neg 
(q(-)>I)+Ans 
( Resolve-Neg 
(q(f(-)) 2 -L)-,Ans 
) simplify 
Ans H Ans 
The following final example is meant to show what kind of refinement one can 
expect, on the undecidable fragment of the Fitting/Ktien semantics, by adding extra 
meta rules as the one above. 
Example 6. Consider the well-known program: 
r : - p., r : - up., p:-p. 
It is clear that r is a logical consequence in the Clark completion of this program. 
However, for the interpretation of Fitting (cf. [6]), r is undefined, and thus it is also 
Kiinen-undefined. Let us now try our approach to get some information on r. Our 
translated rewrite program here is: 
r,p+p, r,(p>~)--t(p3~) P,P+P 
First consider our rewrite mechanism, with the standard meta rule set as given in 
our earlier sections. Start with the query-rule: r + Ans. It is obvious that the search 
tree is finite, with no information at the end. So let us try the opposite query-rule: 
(r>-L)+Ans. 
Here the only applicable inference step is Resolve-Neg, which yields: p, (p I I) + 
Ans; on which only overlap is applicable, w.r.t. the 3rd rewrite rule. This overlap yields 
Ans, p + Ans, meaning again no information. All this is just as expected. 
Consider now the rewrite mechanism, with the meta-reduction system enhanced with 
the meta rule: X, (X > I) + 1. Then, from the negated query (r > I) -+ Ans, we are 
led to the rewrite rule Am + I, and this is no longer non-informative. The undecidable 
fragment of Fitting/Kiinen can thus be divided here into three subclasses: atoms whose 
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negation rewrites to I, atoms which rewrite to I, and atoms on which the rewrite 
search trees lead to no information of any kind. 
We conclude this section with the following remark. The reader has probably no- 
ticed that certain leaves of some of our L&-search trees (with our standard meta 
reduction system) are occasionally of the form Ans(xs) ---) i (with x0 ground). But 
our operational semantics make no explicit mention or use of such leaves. One can 
prove however that such leaves lead to elements of op-($(P)). Such a conclusion is 
however only a one way implication: our Example 1 shows indeed that there may be 
elements B in cjp-($(P)) for suitable P, for which we have no K&,-derivation from 
B + Am to Am --f 1. 
5. Conclusions 
As is well known, even for simple cases of logic programs and queries with infinitely 
many answers, the usual mechanisms loop by producing sequentially the full set of 
answers. The difficulty is even greater (and of another nature) for handling non-ground 
negative queries. The classical SLDNF, based on negation as failure (NAF) can only be 
used as a test, and is therefore unsatisfactory. Several alternatives of NAF have been 
conceived recently: one can cite for instance [3, 12,2]. But all these computational 
schemes, although constructive with regard to negation, do not address the problem of 
synthesizing possible sets of answers. For instance, for the query even(x)? w.r.t. the 
program of Example 3b of this paper: [3] will give only one answer and loop, whereas 
[ 12,2] will produce the infinite set of ground answers. 
This is exactly the problem we have tackled in this paper by extending the rewrite 
approach, initially given for the pure case in [l]. In order to treat negation, we have 
developed a mechanism with several interesting features: it is completely incremental 
(in the sense of the search tree), and can be considered constructive since it allows to 
deal with negative noyl yround queries. It does at least as well as the above-mentioned 
mechanisms when the set of solutions is finite; if this set is infinite, we get in general a 
finite set of solutions and a synthesized rewrite program (simpler than the initial logic 
program), from which it is easy to derive all the solutions. In addition to this aspect of 
program synthesis (where one gets rid of many of the loops unavoidable in the other 
mechanisms), we have also shown that by modifying the meta rule set, we can go 
beyond the usual operational semantics for normal logic programs, if desired. Such a 
feature is unknown in the other approaches, and comes as a pleasant - although rather 
unexpected - surprise. 
One project under way at the LIFO (Orleans, France) is the enhancement of LC,, 
with strategies for marking literals as mentioned in Remark 5, and its implementa- 
tion. Besides rendering more efficient the loop-avoiding character of our mechanism, 
we believe that this should be a first step towards building concurrency into LC,,,. 
Another of our objectives is to extend the approach of this paper to deal with 
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Constraint Logic Programming [7]; this would be the natural way of incorporating 
more powerful notions of equality than CET into our mechanism, besides dealing with 
non symbolic constraints [ 111. 
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